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Production of Carbon Nanotubes and Hydrogen Catalyzed
with Ni/MCM-41 Catalysts
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ABSTRACT
Methane catalytic decomposition (MCD) over Ni/MCM-41 catalysts was tested in a microreactor to simultaneously
produce hydrogen and carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The methane conversion reached 30% to 47% at a moderate temperature range from 400˚C to 600˚C and the catalytic activity of the catalysts remains stable during 500 min steam on time.
CNTs were chiefly formed through tip-growth mode, due to the weak interaction between the metallic Ni and the support. Most of the Ni particles are located on the tip of the produced CNTs, which avoids rapid deactivation of the catalyst resulted from carbon encapsulation. Large Ni particles usually lead to the formation of CNTs with big diameter.
During the reaction, the shape of Ni particles changed from pseudo-sphere to diamond-like. All the CNTs consist of
multiple layer walls and are curved in certain degree.
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1. Introduction
Currently, a great attention has been paid to the use of
hydrogen on a very large scale in chemicals, food and
petroleum refining industries, fuel cell technology, space
exploration and other fields. Hydrogen as a fuel has several advantages: it is widely available, easy to handle and
has the largest heating coefficient among fuels; more
important is that, water is the sole product of hydrogen
combustion; therefore, it is an environmentally friendly
fuels [1,2].
Several techniques have been developed for hydrogen
production including: steam reforming, biomass gasification, and water electrolysis etc. [3]. In the steam reforming of hydrocarbons, one of the products, CO, has to be
removed by subsequent steps because it strongly poisons
the Pt-catalyst which is the key of fuel cell technology.
This significantly increases the production cost. Electrolysis of water may offer clean hydrogen without CO;
however, it is too expensive as a result of electricity
utilization. One of the most promising routes for hydrogen production is the direct decomposition of methane,
which has the highest hydrogen to carbon ratio in comparison with other hydrocarbon compounds. Through this
approach, formation of CO can be avoided; thus, the
subsequent steps for removal of CO are not necessary.
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This route is believed to be superior to both electrolysis
of water and steam reforming from the economical point
of view [3,4].
On the other hand, carbon nanotubes have also attracted great attention for a long time due to their excellent properties and potential utilization in a variety of
nanotechnologies [5,6]. One technique used to produce
CNTs is the catalytic growth of carbon atoms from decomposition of hydrocarbons. In the methane catalytic
decomposition (MCD), if the production of both hydrogen and carbon nanotubes can be effectively combined,
we may simultaneously obtain CO-free hydrogen and
CNTs by using the same reaction.
The most commonly catalysts used for MCD are the
transition metals group VIII (Co, Ni or Fe) supported on
oxides like Al2O3 and SiO2. Rahammad and coworkers
report that the MCD reaction over a 5 wt% Ni/γ-Al2O3
showed a high activity between 500˚C and 550˚C in a
thermal balance evaluation system [7]. The catalyst exhibited high activity at 500˚C in fifteen hours of reaction.
It was rapidly deactivated within 2 - 3 hrs above 600˚C
due to the deposition of carbon materials. Carbon formation was also investigated in the MDC over bare α-Fe
and with Fe/Al2O3, Fe/ZrO2, Fe/SiO2 and Fe/TiO2 catalysts at temperatures between 400˚C and 600˚C [8]. Under the same reaction condition, 13.5 g, 14 g, 17.4 g and
45 g carbon were yielded over the ZrO2, Al2O3, TiO2 and
SiO2 supported Fe catalysts, respectively. This work
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clearly shows that catalyst support greatly impacts on the
catalytic activity and carbon production.
It is noteworthy that mesoporous materials like MCM41 and SBA-15 were frequently used as catalyst support
due to their great surface area (>800 m2/g), large pore
volume (>0.5 cm3/g) and ordered pore system [9-11]. Investigating of the catalyst with new support like mesoporous MCM-41 for simultaneous production of COfree hydrogen and CNTs will be an interesting research
task.
In the present work, Ni/MCM-41 catalysts was used
for simultaneous production of CO-free hydrogen and
CNTs and its catalytic activity and stability were tested
in a microreactor using methane as reaction feedstock.
Carbon nanotube formation, including its wall thickness,
length, diameter and shape was discussed.

2. Experimental
2.1. MCM-41 Synthesis
For MCM-41 synthesis, fumed silica was used as Si
source and cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTACl) as
synthetic template. 1.2 g of fumed silica were added into
10.0 g of 45% tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH)
aqueous solution while vigorously stirring for 30 min to
form a transparent gel. Then, 30 g of cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (25 wt% solution in water) were added
into the above gel during agitation. The gel was thermally aged at 80˚C for 72 h; afterwards, the mixture was
filtered and washed 3 times using 500 ml deionized water,
and the resultant solid was dried at ambient temperature
for 12 hrs. It was then calcined at 600˚C for 6 hrs under
an air flow condition (air flow rate was 60 ml/min). In
the calcination procedure, care was taken by increasing
the temperature with a rate 1˚C/min, in order to avoid
mesostructure collapsing of the sample. All the chemicals used in this work were supplied by Sigma Chemical
Co. Ltd.

2.2. Preparation of Ni/MCM-41 Catalysts
The Ni/MCM-41 catalysts were prepared by impregnating MCM-41 support with Ni(NO3)2 solution. The Ni
loading of the catalysts was 10 wt%, 20 wt% and 30 wt%,
respectively. After impregnation, the Ni supported MCM41 samples were dried at 70˚C for 10 h and then calcined
at 600˚C for 4 h. Before the catalytic evaluation, the
catalyst samples were reduced using 99.9% H2 at 500˚C
for 2 h with a flow rate of 30 ml/min to obtain metallic
Ni particles on the catalyst.

2.3. Characterization of the Materials
The crystalline structures of the catalyst samples were
analyzed with X-ray diffraction technique in a PANaCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

lytical difractometer (Model: X’Pert PRD) with a monochromatic CuK1 radiation (λ = 1.5400 Å). The evaluation of the diffractograms was made by DIFFRAC/AT
software. The scanning was made from 30˚ to 100˚, with
a 2 step size of 0.01˚ and a step time of 2 s.
The Raman spectrum was obtained at room temperature using a LabRam HR 800 spectrometer, equipped
with a CCD detector. A laser diode of He-Ne system
supplies a 633 nm exciting line and spectral resolution of
4 cm–1.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations were carried out in a JEM-2200FS transmission
electron microscope with accelerating voltage of 200 kV.
The microscope was equipped with a Schottky-type field
emission gun and an ultra-high-resolution (UHR) configuration (Cs = 0.5 mm; Cc = 1.1 mm; point-to-point
resolution, 0.19 nm) and an omega-type in-column energy filter. The powder samples were grounded softly in
an agate mortar and dispersed in isopropyl alcohol in an
ultrasonic bath for several minutes. A few drops were
then deposited on 200 mesh copper grids covered with a
carbon film.

2.4. Catalytic Evaluation
The MCD reaction was carried out in a microreactor
system (Advanced Scientific Design-RXM-100) with a
stainless steel fixed bed reactor (10 mm i.d. and 500 mm
in length) at atmospheric pressure. The reaction temperatures varied from 400˚C to 600˚C. The catalyst loading was ca. 150 mg. The inlet mixture was methane diluted in argon. The total inlet flow of the reaction gases
was 75 ml/min (6 ml of methane and 69 ml of Ar). The
rate of methane fed to the reactor was 2.67 mmol/min.
The temperature increasing rate was 10˚C/min. The compositions of the effluents were analyzed by an on-line gas
chromatograph (GC) analyzer in couple with a PE-Molsieve capillary column, using a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) for hydrogen analysis and a flame ionization detector (FID) for methane analysis.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structure of Ni/MCM-41 Catalysts
The crystalline structures and phases of the Ni/MCM-41
catalysts were analyzed by XRD technique. As shown in
Figure 1, several XRD peaks at 44.5˚, 51.5˚, 76.3˚ and
92.7˚ corresponding to metallic Ni in the catalysts are observed. The peak becomes sharper as the Ni loading increases from 10 wt% to 20 wt% and 30 wt%, indicating
that the diameter of Ni particle is larger at higher Ni
loading.
The morphological features of the Ni/MCM-41 solids
were studied by TEM. Figure 2 shows the TEM micrographs of the 30% Ni/MCM-41 solid calcined at 600˚C.
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of the catalysts with different Ni
content.

Figure 2. A TEM micrograph of a 30% Ni/MCM-41 catalyst.

In this catalyst, many Ni particles with a shape as pseudo-sphere are observed. The distribution of Ni particle
size is not homogeneous, ranging from 10 nm to 50 nm
with an average diameter approximately 35 nm. Because
the Ni particles were loaded on the catalyst by using an
impregnation method, it was difficult to control the Ni
particle size distribution; however, the uneven distribution of the Ni particle size allowed us to investigate the
effect of Ni particle size on the formation of carbon nanotubes during the reaction.

3.2. Catalytic Evaluation
Methane conversion over the Ni/MCM41catalysts is
shown in Figure 3. Over all the catalysts, methane conversion increases with the reaction temperature increasCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

ing; for example, as the reaction temperature increases
from 400˚C to 600˚C, the CH4 conversion over the 20
wt% Ni/MCM-41 catalyst enhances from approximately
30% to 42%. It is seen that 550˚C is the best reaction
temperature. Higher reaction temperature may result in
the Ni particles sintering, thus reducing the catalytic activity. In the following experiments, we fixed the reaction temperature at 550˚C.
In order to evaluate the catalytic stability of the catalysts, MCD reaction was also tested in a period of 500
min at 550˚C. The results are presented in Figure 4.
These catalysts exhibit high stability in this period. The
average methane conversion is around 31% for 10%
Ni/MCM-41, 43.2% for 20% Ni/MCM-41 and 45.9% for
30% Ni/MCM-41, respectively. It is found that the
methane conversion over the 10 wt% Ni/MCM-41 catalyst slightly decreases after 330 min of reaction, an approximately 7% drop is achieved. This catalyst contains
small Ni particles which can be easily encapsulated by
carbon deposits in the reaction, leading to activity decrease.

Figure 3. Methane conversion as a function of reaction temperature.
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Figure 4. Methane conversion as a function of reaction time.
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During the reaction, both CO and CO2 were not detected. Therefore, hydrogen selectivity was 100%. In 500
min of reaction, around 827 ml, 1146 ml and 1201 ml of
hydrogen were respectively produced on the catalysts
with 10, 20 and 30 wt% of Ni. The catalyst with higher
Ni loading produces more hydrogen; this is related with
more Ni active sites in the surface of the catalyst for
methane decomposition.

3.3. Carbon Nanotube Formation
The formation of carbon nanotubes was studied by using
Raman spectroscopy and electron transmission microscope. Figure 5 shows a Raman spectrum of the 30 wt%
Ni/MCM-41 catalyst after 500 min of reaction. Two bands
around 1576 cm–1 and 1325 cm–1 are observed. The peak
around 1576 cm–1 corresponds to G band of the graphitic
carbon arising from the C-C stretching vibration; the
peak around 1325 cm–1 is assigned to D band, corresponding to amorphous carbon or disorder structure and
lattice defects in the microcrystalline carbon [12]. Raman
spectrum indicates that two kinds of carbon were formed
in the catalysts.
Figure 6 shows the TEM micrographs of the spent
catalysts. Many CNTs with thick (multiwall) layers are
clearly observed (Figure 6(a)). It is found that CNTs
mainly grew with a tip-growth mode in which CNTs
grow with Ni particle on its tip. This can be explained by
the interaction degree between the Ni particles and the
MCM-41 support [13]. In the present work, the Ni is
introduced onto the surface of the support by impregnation, and therefore, Ni particles are mainly loaded on the
surface but are not embedded or anchored inside the
support, thus interaction between the Ni particles and the
support is weak, which is in favour of the formation of
carbon nanotube through the tip-growth mode, prevent
the Ni particles from carbon encapsulation, and thus the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. A Raman spectrum of 30%Ni/MCM-41 spent catalyst after 500 min of reaction.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 6. TEM micrographs of the 30 wt% Ni/MCM-41 catalyst after 500 min reaction.
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catalyst remains a long lifetime. The diameter of CNTs
has a close relation with the Ni particle size; large Ni
particles lead to formation of CNTs with big diameter
(Figure 6(b)). As a result, the inner diameter of the
CNTs is largely determined by the diameter of the Ni
particle. It is also observed that almost all of the CNTs,
no matter whether they have thin or thick tube walls, are
curved in certain degree (Figures 6(a) and (b)).
On the fresh Ni/MCM-41 catalysts, most of the Ni particles have a shape as pseudo-sphere (Figure 2). However, after the reaction, the Ni particle shows a shape
diamond-like with a tail inserting into the carbon nanotube (Figure 6(c)). It is known that the melting point of
metallic Ni is around 1452˚C, Ni particle may change its
shape only at a temperature above its Tamman point Tm
= 726˚C. Under the present reaction condition, the reaction temperature is 550˚C. It seems impossible for Ni
particle to alter its shape. It is reported that on a spent
Ni/SiO2 catalyst, Ni carbide (Ni3C) is formed [14]. Ni3C
is unstable and it can be decomposed into nickel and
graphitic carbon at a relative low temperature, i.e., 400˚C.
It is also proven that carbon atoms produced from CH4
decomposition over the Ni based catalysts can form
NixCy solid solution as intermediate [15], at such condition, C atoms are able to move within the bulk of Ni particles and are then they are released from the NixCy solid
solution to form nanotubes at the interface of the Ni particle and support. Because methane decomposition is an
exothermic reaction (ΔH = 75 kJ/mol), the temperature
around Ni particle surface is, therefore, at somewhat
overheat state, with respect to its surrounding temperature. As a result, the Ni-C system may transfer into a
quasi-liquid state at a reaction temperature even lower
than the Tamman temperature of Ni; this provides the
possibility for Ni changing its shape. It is also noted that
a gradient of carbide concentration in the Ni particles
during the reaction leads to pressure built up at the interface of Ni and support. When the graphitic layers are
initially formed in parallel to the Ni crystal surface, carbon nanotube growth along the Ni crystal surface may
drive the Ni particles to be squeezed out, changing Ni
shape from pseudo-sphere to diamond-like.

like. All the CNTs consist of multiple layer walls and are
curved in certain degree. The CNTs formation may grow
with a tip-growth mode due to the weak interaction between Ni and MCM-41 support.
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